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Abstract: Isolators, also used to reduce vibrations in a system, consist of nitrile rubber and mild-steel sandwich structure. Isolator 

provides control in vibrations in base structure on which it gets mounted. For this paper, we are verifying isolator deformation in 

practical conditions and in virtual, meanwhile using ANSYS WORKBENCH. Here, we are considering only vertical load applied on 

isolator as a dead load of the system mounted on isolators. We have modeled 3D-sandwich structure of isolator in ANSYS Modeler 

and manufactured in practical as well. In ANSYS, we applied materials to the models as per the material tests carried in the 

laboratory. To get the deformation in software, we used the STATIC STRUCTURAL module in ANSYS WORKBENCH. In 

practical, we tested our model on UTS machine. As output, we got force Vs deflection points and curve. By applying various vertical 

loads in practical testing and in software, we compared the result values. In conclusion, we got approximately same deformation 

values in software as compared with the laboratory testing carried on UTS machine.  

 

Index Terms – Sandwich Isolator, FEA, Modeling, ANSYS Workbench, Deformation. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

              Vibration isolators are generally used to isolate vibrations in machines. This makes the base supporting structure for 

machines safe for vibrations. Here, the word used ‘Sandwich Isolator (SI)’ says the nitrile rubber is sandwiched in between two 

mild steel structures.  I have designed Sandwich Isolator keeping in a view the deformation and vibrations safety. These are the 

two factors that matters the most, therefore they are given almost consideration. This paper deals with deformation occurred in 

Sandwich Isolator by applying vertical load along the vertical axis of it. I have analyzed it for three load conditions that is 100, 

300 and 500Kg in ANSYS WORKBENCH and verified with practical laboratory test using UTS machine. 

II. DESIGN METHODOLOGY AND MODEL 

      

             Design of SI consist of two main parts optimization and easy manufacturing. The primary objective of this is to provide 

almost zero vibrations towards base frame structure of machine and the secondary one is to get the actual deformation values. 

These objectives were met by choosing basic known materials that has good strength and also weighs less giving us an advantage 

in weight reduction. The modeling of SI structure is done by using ANSYS DESIGN MODELER. I have modeled SI such that 

mounting of heavier components like machines directly on the top face of SI will be easier for site worker. A layout of geometry 

is as shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: CAD Model Of Sandwich Isolator  
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III. MATERIAL OF THE SI STRUCTURE   

Below Table 1 shows material used for SI structure. 

Table 1: Material Properties 

SR. 

NO. 
MATERIAL NAME 

PROPERTIES 

DENSITY in Kg/m3 YOUNG’S MODULUS in MPa POISSON RATIO 

1 MS 7850 200000 0.3 

2 NITRILE RUBBER 1520 5.5 0.49 

 

IV. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

After modeling the SI structure next procedure is to apply proper material to individual components as shown in Figure 1. 

Applying accurate loading and boundary condition, our model becomes ready to analyze. In loading conditions, I applied 100, 

300 and 500Kg of vertical load in the form of Force in N. In boundary condition, I have fixed the bottom face of SI structure. 

These three cases are discussed below. 

 CASE 1 – 100Kg load applied. 

Loading and boundary condition – 981 N of force is applied on top face of SI structure and earth gravity applied as shown 

in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Loading and boundary condition 

Result in directional deformation – 

 

Figure 3: Result in directional deformation contours 

 CASE 2 – 300 Kg LOAD APPLIED 

Loading and boundary condition – 2943 N of force is applied on top face of SI structure and earth gravity applied as 

shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Loading and boundary condition 

Result in directional deformation – 

 

Figure 5: Result in directional deformation contours 

 CASE 3 – 500 Kg LOAD APPLIED 

Loading and boundary condition – 4905 N of force is applied on top face of SI structure and earth gravity applied as 

shown in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: Loading and boundary condition 

Result in directional deformation – 
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Figure 7 : Result in directional deformation contours 

V. RESULTS FROM PRACTICAL TEST CARRIED OUT IN LABORATORY 

              To carry out test in laboratory, we used UTS machine. Uniform load is applied on the top face using the circular die 

concentric with the hole in SI. Figure 8 shows mounting arrangement of SI in UTS machine. 

 

Figure 8: UTS Test Rig  

                    First load applied gradually up to 100Kg and vertical deformation got directly from UTS machine vertical displacement. 

Second load applied continuously without release up to 300Kg and deformation recorded. Third load applied continuously without 

release up to 500Kg and deformation recorded. Figure 9 shows recorded load Vs deformation.   
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                                          Case 2 
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Overall deformation for these three continuous loads is shown in below Graph. It shows displacement in mm Vs load applied in Kg. 

 

Graph: displacement in mm Vs load applied in Kg. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION  

            We had successfully analyzed the Sandwich Isolator model for deformation in three cases. The values we got from virtual 

analysis are approximately 5% closer to the values we got from UTS machine.  
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